Dear [Name],

Thanks for this – well noted. The lunch is buffet style and informal. Let us know when you have the names of the +2.

As for the agenda for the exchange, we propose the following:

- State of Europe’s airports & European aviation market (more for us as an intro)
- Schengen EES
- EU Aviation Security Strategy,
- Aviation decarbonization (Fit for 55 implementation & 2040 EU climate targets)

Let us know if that is fine with you.

As for the cocktail, we plan to start speeches at 19.40. I will welcome all and give the floor to [Name] (5 minutes), then our co-host MEPs (Marinescu and Ujhelyi – 3 minutes each – Bauza will not be present as he has a conflict with a commitment in Spain) and then Magda (5 minutes). I shall send tomorrow our Policy Manifesto intervention will be about announcing the launch and content, so maybe Magda could react to that? As ever, we would suggest if possible that she also refers to the launch of our Net Zero level for Airport Carbon Accreditation at COP28 and congratulate the 9 airports that became the first to achieve it).

Let us know if you need anything else at this stage. Very best regards,

[Name]

ACI EUROPE (Airports Council International)
Dear [Name],

Many thanks.

It will likely be Magda +2 for the board meeting. I'll send the names this week.

Best,

[Name]
Subject: RE: ACI annual cocktail & board meeting

Dear [Name],

Thanks for your reply. We plan to start speeches at 19.45 — first followed by a few words from each of the 3 co-hosting MEPs then Magda. I hope this works.

As for the Board meeting the next day, the agenda for the part with Magda is as follows:

(12h00-13h00) Remarks by Ms Magda Kopczynska, Director-General DG MOVE, European Commission (biography and proposed agenda attached) — followed by discussion.

(13h00-14h00) Group Picture & Lunch

Let me know if you need any further info.

Very best regards,

[Name]

ACI EUROPE (Airports Council International)

Website: www.aci-europe.org
Twitter: @ACI_EUROPE
For information on airports & their carbon emissions: http://airportCO2.org

---

This message and any possible attachments are transmitted for the exclusive use of the intended recipient(s). Should you receive this message by mistake, please notify ACI EUROPE or the sender at once by telephone or return e-mail and delete it from your system. Moreover, any form of reproduction dissemination, copying, disclosure, modification, distribution and/or use of this message - or part of its contents, as well as its possible attachments by any unauthorized person or legal entity, is strictly prohibited. The nature of the Internet means that the integrity of this message cannot be guaranteed. ACI EUROPE and the sender therefore disclaim any liability whatsoever in the event of this message having been intercepted and/or altered.

Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail
Dear [Name],

Many thanks. We look forward to receiving your policy manifesto.

Two additional logistical questions:

- At what time is Magda expected to give her speech during the cocktail? Magda also needs to attend another cocktail that evening, so grateful for a more detailed timing.

- Will the board meeting be a working lunch, and how long should we foresee in her agenda?

Best,

---

From: [Name]@ec.europa.eu
Sent: Tuesday, January 9, 2024 12:18 PM
To: [Name]@ec.europa.eu
Cc: [Name]@ec.europa.eu; [Name]@ec.europa.eu
Subject: RE: ACI annual cocktail & board meeting

Dear [Name],

A very happy New Year to you – hoping you had a relaxing and enjoyable time during the Christmas break.

We will be launching our Policy Manifesto at the cocktail on 23 January – and the plan is to further discuss it with Magda at our Board meeting the next day. We will of course send you the draft of this Policy Manifesto in advance so to that you can calibrate her speech (5 minutes) for the
cocktail and briefing/speaking points for the Board accordingly. We should be ready to send that to you by 17 January (of course, under embargo).

The key issues we would like to review and discuss with Magda are:

- Airport industry state of play & outlook – and climate action (this is more for us)
- Context and EU/EC priorities and work plan for the next Political cycle
- EU Fit for 55 implementation with a focus on: i) How we can boost SAF production and bridge the price gap, ii) the evolving role of airports – their green energy needs, evolution towards energy hubs and planning/investment needs in that regard iii) what are (potentially) the implications of the 2040 climate target setting for aviation
- How to preserve and reinforce the integrity and competitiveness of the Single Aviation Market: i) holding firm on free market access principles ii) airport slots iii) Thessaloniki Forum concerns iv) Ground handling v) External dimension

We will be sending a more defined/formal proposed agenda next week.

Let me know if you need more at this stage - I remain at your disposal. With my very best regards,


ACI EUROPE (Airports Council International)

Website: www.aci-europe.org
Twitter: @ACI_EUROPE
For information on airports & their carbon emissions: http://airportCO2.org
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Please consider the environment before printing this e-mail
First of all happy new year!

I wanted to touch base regarding two upcoming events involving Magda – the annual cocktail and the board meeting.

For the speech I imagine that you expect it to be roughly 10’ – do you have specific topics that you would like her to raise?

For the meeting – could you already flag the topics that your members may wish to discuss?

Many thanks,